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FOUR  

"YES I No I OKAY, BUT"  
Three Ways to Respond 

----@r--

T HE FIRST THREE chapters discuss the "they say" stage of 
writing, in which you devote your attention to the views of 
some other person or group. In this chapter we move to the "I 
say" stage, in which you offer your own argument as a response 
to what "they" have said. 

There are a great many ways to respond, but this chapter 
concentrates on the three most common and recognizable ways: 
agreeing, disagreeing, or some combination of both. Although 
each way of responding is open to endless variation, we focus 
on these three because readers come to any text needing fairly 
quickly to learn where the writer stands, and they do this by 
placing the writer on a mental map of familiar options: the 
writer agrees with those he or she is responding to, disagrees 
with them, or presents some combination of both agreeing and 
disagreeing. 

When writers take too long to declare their position rela -
tive to views they've summarized or quoted, readers get frus-
trated , wondering, "Is this guy agreeing or disagreeing? Is he JOT 
what this other person has said, against it, or what?" For this 
reason, this chapter's advice applies to reading as well as to 
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writing. Especially with difficult texts, you not only need to 
find the position the writer is responding to-the "they say"-
but you also need to determine whether the writer is agreeing 
with it, challenging it , or both. 

Perhaps you'll worry that fitting your own response into one 
of these three categories will force you to oversimplify your 
argument or lessen its complexity, subtlety, or originality. In 
fact, however, the more complex and subtle your argument is, 
and the more it departs from the conventional ways people 
think, the more your readers will need to be ab le to place it on 
their mental map in order to process the complex details you 
present. That is, the complexity, subtlety, and origina lity of 
your response are more likely to stand out and be noticed if 
readers have a base line sense of where you stand relative to any 
ideas you've cited. As you move through this chapter, we hope 
you'll agree that the forms of agreeing, disagreeing, and both 
agreeing and disagreeing that we discuss, far from being sim-
plistic or one-d imensional, are able to accommodate a high 
degree of creative, complex thought. 

It is always a good tactic to begin your response not 
by launching directly into a mass of details, but by stating 
clearly whether you agree, disagree, or both, using a direct, 
no-nonsense move such as: "I agree," "I disagree," or "I am of 
two minds. I agree that ___, but I cannot agree that 
___ ." Once you have offered one of these straightforward 
statements (or one of the many variations discussed below), 

will have a strong grasp of your position and then be 
able to appreciate whatever complexity you offer as your 
response unfolds. 

Still, you may object that these three basic ways of respond-
ing don't cover all the options-that they ignore interpretive 
or analytical responses , for example. In other words, you might 
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think that when you interpret a literary work you don't neces-
sarily agree or disagree with anything, but simply explain the 
work's meaning, style, or structure. Many essays about litera-
ture and the arts, it might be said, take this form-they inter-
pret a work's meaning, thus rendering matters of agreeing or 
disagreeing irrelevant. 

We would argue, however, that the best interpretations do in 
fact agree, disagree, or both-that instead of being offered solo, 
the best interpretations take strong stands relative to other inter-
pretations. In fact, there would be no reason to offer an inter-
pretation of a work of literature or art unless you were responding 
to the interpretations or possible interpretations of others. Even 
when you point out features or qualities of an artistic work that 
others have not noticed, you are implicitly disagreeing with what 
those interpreters have said by pointing out that they missed or 
overlooked something that, in your view, is important. In any 
effective interpretation, :then, you need to not only state what 
you yourself take the work of art to mean, but to do so relative 
to the interpretations of. other ....--be' they profeSSional 
scholars, teachers, classmates, or even hypothetical readers (as 
in, "Although some readers might think that this poem is about 
____ , it is in fact about "). 

DISAGREE-AND EXPLAIN WHY 

Disagreeing may seem like one of the simpler moves a writer 
can make, but in fact it poses hidden challenges. You need to 
do more than simply assert that you disagree with a particular 
view; you also have to offer persuasive reasons why you disagree. 
After all , disagreeing means more than adding "not" to what 
someone else has said, more than just saying, "Although they 
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say women's rights are improving, I say women's rights are not 
improving." Such a response merely contradicts the view it 
responds to and fails to add anything interesting or new. To 
make an argument, you need to give reasons why you disagree: 

See pp. 207- because another's argument fails to take relevant fac-
09 for several tors into account; because it is based on faulty or 

reasons why 
many "obese" 

people are 
not fat. 

incomplete evidence; because it rests on questionable 
assumptions; or because it uses flawed logic, is contra-
dictory, or overlooks what you take to be the real issue. 
To move the conversation forward (and, indeed, to jus-

tify your very act of writing), you need to demonstrate that you 
yourself have something to contribute. 

You can even disagree by making what we call the "duh" 
move, in which you disagree not with the position itself but 
with the assumption that it is a new or stunning revelation. 
Here is an example of such a move, used to open a 2003 essay 
on the state of American schools. 

According to a recem report by some researchers at Stanford Uni-
versity, high school students with college aspirations "often lack 
crucial information on applying to college and on succeeding aca-
demically once they get there." 

Well, duh. _ .. It shouldn't take a Stanford research team to 
tell us that when it comes to "succeeding academically," many stu-
dents don't have a clue. 

GERALD GRAFF, "Trickle-Down Obfuscation" 

Like all of the other moves discussed in this book, the "duh" 
move can be tailored to meet the needs of almost any writing 
situation. If you find the expression "duh" toO brash to use with 
your intended audience, you can always dispense with the term 
itself and write something like "It is true that ... ; but we 
already knew that." 
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TEMPLATES FOR DISAGREEING, WITH REASONS 

I think X is mistaken because she overlooks ___ _ 

X's claim that ___ rests upon the questionable assumption 
that __ 

I disagree with X's view that ___ because, as recent research 
has shown, __ 

X contradicts herself/can 't have it both ways. On the one hand, 
she argues .___ But on the other hand, she also says 

By fOCUSing on , X overlooks the deeper problem of 

X claims _ , but we don't need him to tell us that. Any-
one fam iliar with has long known that ' 

You can also disagree by making what we call the "twist 
it" move, in which you agree with the evidence that some-
one else has presented, but show through a twist of logic 
that this evidence actually supports your own position. For 
example: 

X argues for stricter gun control legislation, saying that the crime 
rate is on the rise and that we need to restrict the circulation of 
guns. I agree that the crime rate is on the rise, but that's precisely 
why I oppose stricter gun control legislation. We need to own guns 
to protect ourselves against criminals. 

In this example of the "twist it" move, the second speaker agrees 
with the first speaker's claim that the crirhe rate is on the rise, 
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but then argues that this increasing crime rate is in fact a valid 
reason for opposing gun control legislation. 

At times you might be reluctant to express disagreement, for 
any number of reasons-not wanting to be unpleasant, to hurt 
someone's feelings, or to make yourself vulnerable to being dis-
agreed with in return: One of these reasons may in fact explain 
why the conference speaker we 'describe at the start of Chap-
ter 1 avoided mentioning the disagreement he had with other 
scholars until he was provoked to do so in the discussion that 
followed his talk. 

As much as we understand this reluctance and have felt it 
ourselves, we nevertheless believe it is better to state our dis-
agreements in frank yet considerate ways than to deny them. 
After all, suppressing disagreements doesn't make them go 
away; it only pushes them underground, where they can fester 
in private unchecked. N evertheless, there is no reason why dis-
agreements need to take the form of personal put-downs. Fur-
thermore, there is usually no reason to take issue with every 
aspect of someone else's views. You can Single out for criticism 
only those aspects of what someone else has said that are trou-
bling, and then agree with the rest-although that situation, 
as we will see, leads to the somewhat more complicated terrain 
of both agreeing and disagreeing at the same time, taken up 
later in this chapter. 

AGREE-BUT WITH A DIFFERENCE 

Like disagreeing, agreeing is less simple than it may appear. Just 
as you need to avoid simply contradicting views you disagree 
with, you also need to do more than simply echo views you 
agree with. Even as you're agreeing, it's important to bring 
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something new and fresh to the table, adding something that 
makes you a valuable participant in the conversation. 

There are many moves that enable you to contribute some-
thing of your own to a conversation even as you agree with what 
someone else has said. You may point out some unnoticed evi-
dence or line of reasoning that supports X's claims that X her-
self hadn't mentioned. You may cite some corroborating personal 
experience, or a situation nOt mentioned by X that her views 
help readers understand. If X's views are particularly challenging 
or esoteric, what you bring to the table courd be an accessible 
translation-an explanation for readers not already in the know. 
In other words, your text can usefully contribute to the conver-
sation simply by pointing out unnoticed implications or explain-'.ing something that needs to be better understood. 

Whatever mode of agreement you choose, the important thing 
is to open up some difference between your position and the one 
you're agreeing with rather than simply parroting what it says. 

TEMPLATES FOR AGREEING 

 I agree that _ __ because my experience __._ con-
firms it. 

 X is surely right about _ _ ___ because, as she may not be 
aware, recent studies have shown that _ 

 X's theory of _ is extremely useful because it sheds inSight 
on the difficult problem of ___ . 

 I agree that , a point that needs emphasizing since so 
many people believe ____ 

 Those unfamiliar with this school of thought may be interested to 
know that it baSically boils down to ___ 
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as others avoid disagreeing. In a culture like America's that 
prizes originality, independence, and competitive individual-
ism, writers sometimes don't like to admit that anyone else has 
made the same point, seemingly them to the punch. In 
our view, however, as' long as you can suppOrt a view taken by 
someone else without merely restating what he or she has said, 
there is no reason to worry about being "unoriginal." Indeed, 
there is good reason to rejoice when you agree with others since 
those others can.lend credibility to your argument. While you 
don't want to present yourself as a mere copycat of someone 
else's views, you also need to avoid sounding like a lone voice 
in the wilderness. 

But do be aware that whenever you agree with one' person's 
view, you are most likely disagTeeing with someone else's. It is 
hard to align yourself with one position without at least implic-
itly positioning yourself against others. The feminist psycholo-
gist Carol Gilligan does just that in an essay in which she agrees 
with scientists who argue that the human brain is "hard-wired" 
for cooperation, but in so doing aligns herself against anyone who 
believes that the brain is wired for selfishness and competition. 

These findings join a growing convergence of evidence across the 
h!Jman sciences leading to a revolutionary shift in consciousness . 
. .. If cooperation, typically associated with altruism and self-
sacrifice, sets off the same signals of delight as pleasures commonly 

With hedonism and self-indulgence; if the opposition 
between selfish and selfless, self vs. relationship biologically makes 
no sense, then a new paradigm is necessary to reframe the very 
terms of the conversation. 

CAROL GILLIGAN, "Sisterhood Is Pleasurable: 
A Quiet Revolution in Psychology" 
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Some writers avoid the practice of almost as much 

Three Ways co Respond 

In agreeing with some scientists that "the Opposltlon 
between selfish and selfless ... makes no sense," Gilligan 
implicitly disagTees with anyone who thinks the opposition does 
make sense. Basically, what Gilligan says could be boiled down 
to a template. 

 I agree that , a point that needs emphasizing since so 
many people believe ..____ 

 If group X is right that , as I think they are , then we need 
to reassess the popular assumption that ____. 

What such templates allow you to do, then, is to agree with 
one view while challenging another-a move that leads into 
the domain of agreeing and disagreeing Simultaneously. 

AGREE AND DISAGREE SIMULTANEOUSLY 

This last option is often our favorite way of responding. One thing 
we particularly like about agreeing and disagreeing simultaneously 
is that it helps us get beyond the kind of "is too"/"is not" exchanges 
that often characterize the disputes of young children and the 
more polarized shouting matches of talk radio and TV. 

TEMPLATES FOR AGREEING 

. AND DISAGREEING SIMULTANEOUSLY 

"Yes and no." "Yes, but ... " "Although I agree up to a point, 
I still insist ... " These are just some of the ways you can make 
your argument complicated and nuanced while maintaining a 
clear, reader-friendly framework. The parallel 
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and no"; "on the one hand I agree, on the other I disagree"-
Dana Stevens enables readers to place your argument on that map of 

says "yes, posit ions we spoke of earlier while still keeping your 
but" to an argument sufficiently complex. 

argument that A h l 'k b h' . . h .not er aspect we I e a out t IS option IS t at ItTV makes us 
smarter can be tipped subtly toward agreement or disagreement, 

pp.231-34: depending on where you lay your stress. If you want to 
stress the disagreement end of the spectrum, you would 

use a template like the one belC?w. 

 Although I agree with X up to a point, I cannot accept his overall 
conclusion that ___ _ 

Conversely, if you want to stress your agreement more than 
your disagreement, you would use a template like this one. 

 Although I disagree with much that X says, I fully endorse his final 
conclusion that ____ 

The first template above might be ca lled a "yes, but ... " move, 
the second a "no, but ... " move. Other versions include the 
following. 

 Though I concede that _ _ _ , I sti ll insist that _ _ _ . 

 X is right that , but she seems on more dubious ground 
when she claims tha t 

 While X is probab ly wrong when she claims that 
she is right that ____ . 

 Whereas X provides ample evidence that _, Y and Z's 
research on and convinces me 
that ______ instead. 

6  0 
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Another classic way to agree and disagree at the same time 
is to make what we ca ll an "I'm of two minds" or a "mixed feel-
ings" move. 

 I'm of two minds about X's claim that On the one 
hand, I agree that _ _ . On the other hand, I'm not sure if 

My fee lin gs on the iss ue are mixed. I do support X's posi ti on that 
_ __ , but I find Y's argument about and Z's 

research on ____ _ to be 

This move can be especially useful if you are responding to new 
or particularly challenging work and are as yet unsure where 
you stand. It also lends itself well to the kind of speculative 
investigation in which you weigh a position's pros and cons 
rather th an come out decisively e ither for .or against. But again, 
as we suggest earl ier, whether you are agreeing, disagreeing, or 
both agreeing and disagreeing, you need to be as clear as pos-
sible, and making a frank statement that you are ambiva lent is 
one way to be clear. 

Nevertheless, many writers ate as reluctant to express 
ambiva lence as they are to disagree or agree. Some may worry 
that by expressing ambivalence they will come across as eva-
sive, wishy-washy, or unsure of themselves. Or they may think 
that their ambivalence will end up confusing readers .who 
require c lear-cut statements. In fact, h owever, expressing 
ambivalent feelings can serve to demonstrate deep sophistica-
tion as a writer. There is nothing wrong with forthrightly 
declaring that you have mixed feelings, especially after you've 
considered various options . Indeed, a lthough you never want 
to be merely evasive, leaving your ambivalence thoughtfully 
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unresolved can demonstrate your integrity as a writer, showing 
that you are not easily satisfied with viewing complex subjects 
in simple yes-or-no terms. 

Exercises 

1.  Read the following passage by Jean Anyon, an education 
professor at Rutgers University, Newark. As you'll see, she 
summarizes the arguments of several other authors before 
moving on to tell us what she thinks. Does she agree with 
those she summarizes, disagree, or some combination of 
both? How do you know? 

Scholars in political economy and the sociology of knowledge have 
recently argued that public schools in complex industrial societies 
like our own make available different types of educational experi-
ence and curriculum knowledge to students in different social 
classes. Bowles and Gintis, for example, have argued that students 
in different social-class backgrounds are rewarded for classroom 
behaviors that correspond to personality traits allegedly rewarded 
in the different occupational strata-the working classes for docil-
ity and obedience, the managerial classes for initiative and per-
sonal assertiveness. Basil Bernstein, Pierre Bourdieu, and Michael 
W. Apple, focusing on school knowledge, have argued that knowl-
edge and skills leading to social power and regard (medical, legal, 
managerial) are made available to the advantaged social groups but 
are withheld from the to whom a more "practical" 
curriculum is offered (manual skills, clerical knowledge). While 
there has been considerable argumentation of these points regard-
ing education in England, France, and North America, there has 
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been little or no attempt to investigate these ideas empirically in 
elementary or secondary schools and classrooms in this country. 

This article offers tentative empirical support (and qualifica-
tion) of the above arguments by providing illustrative examples of 
differences in student work in classrooms in contrasting social-class 
communities.. . . 

JEAN ANYON, "Social Class and the Hidden Curriculum of Work" 

2.  Read one of the essays at the back of tl1is book, underlin-
ing places where the author agrees Wjth"'others, disagrees, or 
both. Then write an essay of your dwn, responding in some 
way to the essay. You'll want to summarize and/or quote 
some of the author's ideas and make clear whether you're 
agreeing, disagreeing, or both agreeing and disagreeing with . 
what he or she says. Remember that there are templates in 
this book that can help you get started; see Chapters 1-3 
for templates that will help you represent other people's 
ideas, and Chapter 4 for templates that will get you started 
with your response. 
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Distinguishing What You Say 
from What They Say 
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IF GOO D ACA D E M I C writing involves putting yourself into 
dialogue with others, it is extremely important that readers be 
able to tell at every point when you are expressing your own 
view and when you are stating someone else's. This chapter 
takes up the problem of moving from what they say to what you 
say without confusing readers about who is saying what. 

DETERMINE WHO Is SAYING WHAT 

IN THE TEXTS You READ 

Before examining how to signal who is saying what in your own 
writing, let 's look at how to recognize such signals when they 
appear in the texts you read-an especially important skill 
when it comes to the challenging works assigned in school. Fre-
quently, when students have trouble understanding difficult 
texts, it is not just because the texts contain unfamiliar ideas 
or words, but because they rely on subtle clues to let readers 
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know when a particular view should be attributed to the writer 
or to someone else. Especially with textS that present a true dia-
logue of perspectives, readers need to be alert to the often sub-
tle markers that indicate whose voice the writer is speaking in. 

Consider how the social critic and educator Gregory 
Mantsios uses these "voice markers," as they might be called, 
to distinguish the different perspectives in his essay on Amer-
ica's class inequalities. 

/ --
"We are all middle-class," or so it would seem. Our national con-
sciousness, as shaped in large part by the media and our political 
leadership, provides us with a picture of ourselves as a nation of 
prosperity and opportunity with an ever expanding middle-class 
Iife-sryle. As a result, our class differences are muted and our col-
lective character is homogenized. 

Yet class divisions are real and arguably'rhe most significant fac-
tor in determining both our very being in the world and the nature 
of the society we live in. 

GREGORY MANTSIOS, "Rewards and Opportunities: 
The Politics and Economics of Class in the U.S." 

Although Mantsios makes it look easy, he is actually making 
several sophisticated rhetorical moves here that help him dis-
tinguish the common view he opposes from his own position. 

In the opening sentence, for instance, the phrase "or so it 
would seem" shows that Mantsios does nOt necessarily agree 
with the view he is describing, since writers normally don't pre-
sent views they themselves hold as ones that only "seem" to be 
true. Mantsios also places this opening view in quotation marks 
to signal that it is not his own. He then further distances him-
self from the belief being summarized in the opening paragraph 
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by attributing it to "our national consciousness, as shaped in 
large part by the media and our political leadership," and then 
attributing to this "consciousness" a negative, undesirable 
"result": one in which "our class differences" get "muted" and 
"our collective character" gets "homogenized," stripped of its 
diversity and distinctness. Hence, even before Mantsios has 
declared his own position, readers can get a pretty solid sense 
of where he probably stands. 

Furthermore, the second paragraph opens with the word 
"yet," indicating that Mantsios is now shifting to his own view 
(as opposed to the view he has thus far been referring to). Even 
the parallelism he sets up between the first and second para-
graphs-between the first paragraph's claim that class differ-
ences do not exist and the second paragraph's claim that they 
do-helps throw into sharp relief the differences between the 
two voices. Finally, Mantsios's use of a direct, authoritative, 
declarative tone in the second paragraph also suggests a switch 
in voice. Although he does not use the words "I say" or "I 
argue," he clearly identifies the view he holds by presenting it 
not as one that merely seems to be true or that others tell us is 
true, but as a view that is true or, as Mantsios puts it, "real." 

These voice markers are an aspect of reading comprehen-
sion that is frequently overlooked. Readers who are unfamiliar 
with them · often take an author's summaries of what someone 
else believes to be an expression of what the author himself 
or herself believes. Thus when we teach Mantsios's essay, some 

students invariably come away thinking that the statement "we 
are all middle-class" is Mantsios's own position rather than the 
perspective he is opposing, failing to see that in writing these 
words Mantsios acts as a kind of ventriloquist, mimicking what 
others say rather than directly expressing what he himself is 
thinking. 

6 6 
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To see how important such voice markers are, consider what 
the Mantsios passage looks like if we remove them. 

We are all middle-class. . We are a nation of prosperity and 
opportunity with an ever expanding middle-class life-style .... 

Class divisions are real and arguably the most significant factor 
in determining both our very being in [he world and tbe nature of 
[he society we live in. 

In Contrast to the careful delineation between voices in 
Mantsios's original text, this unmarked version leaves it hard 
to tell where his voice begins and the voices of others See how Bruce 
end. With the markers removed, readers would proba- Bartlett begins 
bly not be able to tell that "We are all middle-class" with a view he 

. h h d h "CI then tries torepresents a vIew t e aut or opposes, an t at ass <relUte, p. 312, 
divisions are real" represents what the author himself 
believes. Indeed, without the markers, readers might 
well miss the fact that the second paragraph's claim that "Class 
divisions are real" contradicts the first paragraph's claim that 
"We are all middle-class." 

TEMPLATES FOR SIGNALING WHO Is SAYING WHAT 

IN YOUR OWN WRITING 

To avoid confusion in your own writing, make sure that at every 
point your readers can clearly tell who is saying what. To do 
this, you can use as voice-identifying devices many of the tem-
plates presented in previous chapters. 

X argues ____ 

According to both X and Y, 
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 Politicians, X argues, should 

 Most athletes will tell you that . 

My own view, however, is that 

 I agree, as X may not realize, that 

When stating your own position, as in the last twO templates 
above, you can generally limit the voice markers to your open-
il1g and closing claims, since readers will automatically assume 
that any declarative statements you make between. these state-
ments, unless marked otherwise, are your own. 

Notice that the last template above uses the first-person "I," 
as do many of the templates in this book, thus contradicting 
the common advice about avoiding the first person in academic 
writing. Although you may have been told that the "I" word 
encourages self-indulgent opinions rather than well-grounded 
arguments, we believe that texts "I" can be just as well 
supported-or, conversely, just as self-indulgent-as those that 
don't. For us, well-supported arguments are grounded in per-
suasive reasons and evidence, not in their use of any particu-
lar pronouns. 

Furthermore, if you conSistently avoid the first person in 
your writing, you may have trouble making the key move 
addressed in this chapter: differentiating ym.J.r views from those 
of others, or even offering your own views in the first place. 
But don't just take our word for it. See for yourself how freely 
the first person is used by the writers quoted in this book, and 
also by the writers in all your assigned courses. 

Nevertheless, certain occasions may warrant avoiding the 
first person and writing, for example, that "She is correct" or 
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"It is a fact that she is correct," instead of "I think that she is cor-
rect." And since it can be monotonous to read an unvarying series 
of "I" statements-"I believe .. . I think ... I argue"-it is a good 
idea to mix first-person assertions with ones like the following. 

X is right tha t _ ._ 

The evidence shows that 

X's assertion that _ does not fit the facts. 

Anyone familiar with should agree that 

One might even follow Mantsios 's lead, as in the following 
template. 

 But are real, and are arguably the most Significant 
factor in 

ANOTHER TRICK FOR IDENTIFYING 

WHO Is SPEAKING 

To alert readers about whose perspective you are describing at 
any given moment, you don't always have to use overt voice 
markers like "X argues" by a summary of the argument. 
Instead, you can alert readers about whose voice you're speak-
ing in by embedding a reference to X's argument in your own 
sentences. Hence, instead of writing: 

Liberals believe that cultural differences need to be respected. I 
have a problem with this view, however. 
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,  
r I V E: " AND YET " 

you might write: 

I have a problem with what liberals call cultural differences. 

There is a major problem with the liberal doctrine about so-called 
cultural differences. 

You can also embed references to something you yourself have 
previously said. So instead of writing two cumbersome sen-
tences like: 

Earlier in this chapter we coined the term "voice markers." We 
would argue that such markers are extremely important for read -
ingcomprehension . 

you might write: 

We would argue that "voice markers," as we identified them ear-
lier, are extremely important for reading comprehension. 

Embedded references like these allow you to economize your 
train of thought and refer to other perspectives without any 
major interruption. 

TEMPLATES FOR EMBEDDING VOICE MARKERS 

•  X overlooks what I consider an important point about __ 

•  My own view is that what X insists is a ._ is  in fact a 

•  I wholeheartedly endorse what X calls 

7 0 

Distinguishing What You Say from What They Say 

•  These conclusions, which X di scusses in , add weight 
to the argument that ____ 

When writers fail to use voice-marking devices like these, their 
summaries of others' views tend to become confused with their 
own ideas-and vice versa. When readers cannot tell if you are 
summarizing your own views or endorsing a certain phrase or label, 
they have to stop and think: "Wait. I thought the author disagreed 
with this claim. Has she actually been asserting this view all along?" 
Or "Hmmm, I thought she would have objected to this kind of 
phrase. Is she actually endorSing it?" Getting in the habit of using 
voice markers will keep you from confuSing your readers and help 
alert you to similar markers in the challenging texts you read. 

Exercises 

1.  To see how one writer signals when she is asserting her own 
views and when she is summarizing those of someone else, 
read the follOWing passage by the social historian Julie 
Charlip. As you do so, identify those SpOts where Charlip 
refers to the views of others and the signal phrases she uses 
to distinguish her views from theirs. 

Marx and Engels wrote: "SOciety as a whole is more and more split-
ting up into two great hostile camps, into two great classes directly 
facing each other- the bourgeoisie and the proletariat" (10). If 
only that were true, things might be more Simple. But in late twen-
tieth-century America, it seems that society is splitting more and 
more into a plethora of class factions-the working class, the work-
ing poor, lower-middle class, upper-middle class, lower uppers, and 
upper uppers. I find myself not knowing what class I'm from. 
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